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The analysis of in situ plasma electron observationsin the Io plasma torus by the plasma science
experiment during the Voyager 1 encounter with Jupiter is presentedin terms of two components:a
thermal (c) Maxwellian component and suprathermal(H) non-Maxwellian component of the electron
distributionfunction. Average electron temperaturesare Te < 1 eV in the cold torus (L < 5.5), with

Te = 5-6 eV in the hot torus(5.5 < L < 7.6); Terisesabruptlyto T• = 30 eV just outsidethe hot torus
(L > 7.6)and thencontinuesto riseto T, > 100eV at r > 12 Rj. In the coldtorusthe densityratio of the

suprathermal
component
nH to that of the cold component
ncwas <10-'•; but in the hot torus,
nH/nc • 10-3 wasobserved,
and outsidethe torus,nu/nccanexceed10-•. We presentevidence
that
suprathermal electronsare locally produced in the hot torus. Throughout the hot torus the electron

temperatureTe is a factor of 10 lessthan the thermal ion temperature.A large differencein the hot
electronpressurePu is observedbetweenthe inboundand the outbounddata whichis interpretedas a
latitudinalgradientwith Pu beinga maximumat the magneticequator.If one imposesthe theoretical

andobservational
constraint
that(T•/Tii)œ
Q< 2 for thehot electrons,
thenonerequires
thepresence
of a
parallelelectric
fieldEll > 2.5#Vim whichexceeds
theambipolar
electric
fieldEll < 1 #V/m produced
by
the centrifugallyconfined ions. However, if unacceptablecharge imbalancesin the thermal plasma are

not to occurfrom this largerEll, then sufficient
waveturbulence
in the plasmamustbe presentto
adequatelyscatter the thermal electrons.We infer the presenceof a neutral corona around Io from the
observeddecreaseand symmetry with respectto Io of T•. The energy input to the torus by charge

exchangeand ionizationin this neutralcoronafollowedby pickupis --•2 x 10TMW, substantiallyless
than the EUV luminosity.In the hot torus, suprathermalelectronscontribute significantlyto the ioniza-

tion of themorehighlyionizedions (O +, 0 2+, S2+,and S3+).

1.

mentsof ions and electronswithin the torus provide "ground"
truth for thesemodels of the torus and will ultimately improve

INTRODUCTION

Since Carlson et al. [1975] showed that electron impact

interpretation
of theseline-of-sight
observations.
In
this
paper
we
present
results
from analysisof in situ
neutral sodium cloud, it has become increasingly evident that
plasma
electron
observations
made
by
the plasmascience
exelectronsplay a major role in the physicsof the plasma envi-

ionization

was the dominant

ionization

mechanism

of Io's

periment(PLS)on Voyager1 duringits passage
throughthe

ronment around Io. The importance of electrons was underscored by the discovery of the hot Io plasma torus by the

Io torus.In an initial analysisby Scudderet al. [1981] it was

werecomposed
of a coldand
Voyager1 ultravioletspectrometer
experiment(UVS) [Broad- shownthat theplasmaelectrons

hot componentand that significant
radial and latitudinal
gradientsin the electrondistribution
functionre(r,v, t) were

foot et al., 1979]; almost all the UV emission observed from
the torus was attributed to collisional excitation of ions by
electrons.Through impact ionization, electronsmake a major
contribution

to the ionization

of neutrals

and ions within

present.

the

torus and thus control the degree of ionization within the
torus. The pickup energy acquired by newly born ions is
transferred to the electronsand provides the principal mechanism for energizing the torus [Broadfoot et al., 1979; Brown,
1981; Smith and Strobel, 1985]. The importance of in situ
electron observationsfor ground-basedand spacecraftline-ofsight observationsof the torus cannot be overstated.Line-ofsight observationsare integral measurementsover the spatial
gradients of the system; models of the torus must be constructed

in

order

to

extract

local

information

about

the

In additionto theproblems
of spacecraft
chargingnotedby
Scudderet al., the previousanalysisof the hot electroncom-

ponentwas hinderedby background
signalsproducedby
positiveions,whichwe referto as "ionfeedthrough."
These
effectshave been correctedfor in the present paper, and a
detailed discussionof these feedthroughcorrectionscan be

found in the appendix.The paper is subdividediiato eight
sections.
Section2 presents
trajectoryinformation,and section
3 givesa briefdescription
of theinstrument
andanalysis
pertinentto thispaper.In section
4 a broadoverviewof theobservationsis firstpresented,
followedby discussion
and interpretation of these observations in section 5. Section 6 focuseson

plasma within the torus. The more accurate the model, the
andpassage
througha planetaryscale
more accurately one can reconstructlocal plasma parameters theIo flux tubepassage
surfrom theseline-of-sightobservations.But there is no assurance neutral cloud (inferredfrom the electronobservations)
rounding
Io
with
dimension
of
•<
1
R
s.
In
section
7,
electron
of a unique determination of local quantities.In situ measureCopyright1987by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 5A8362.
0148-0227/87/005A-8362505.00

impactionization
ratesarecomputed
fromknownenergydependentionizationcrosssections
and the observedelectron
distributionfunctionalongthe spacecraft
trajectory.Finally,a
summaryandconcluding
remarksaremadein section8.
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Fig. la. Equatorial view of Voyager 1 trajectory in a Jupitercenteredsolar eclipticcoordinatesystem.Tic-marksalongthe trajectory are spaced2 hoursapart. Superimposed
upon the trajectoryare
the nominal orbits of Io and Europa with their positionsas a function
0
6
12
18
24
of time indicatedby circles,which are spaced4 hours apart. The
intersectionof the Voyager 1 trajectory and Io's orbit after closest
Fig. 2. Plot of dipoleL, magneticlatitude;•M,centrifugallatitude
approachoccursnear the Io flux tube passage.
•c , and systemIII longitude4•mversustime for all of March 5, 1979.
To computeL, ;•M,and ;•c,we have usedthe O,• dipole part of the
model with tilt and offset by Acura et al. [1983]. The vertical bars
2. VOYAGER 1 TRAJECTORY
indicate the L shell crossingtimes for Io and Europa for which we
In Figure 1 the Voyager 1 trajectoryin a Jupiter-centered haveusedthe magneticfield modelwith ring currentfrom Connerney
coordinatesystemfor all of March 5, 1979(day 64), is shown. et al. [1981]. The active sectoras given by Desslerand Vasyliunas
[1979] is indicatedin the top panelfor

Figure la givesan equatorialview of the trajectoryin a solar
eclipticcoordinatesystemwith the motion of Io and Europa
indicated,while in Figure lb a meridionalview is given with passage of the Io torus from 0630 to 1100 it was near the
the verticaldistancez measuredin relationto the centrifugal centrifugal equator, while during the outbound passage
equator. For orientational purposes we have superimposed through the Io torus from 1400 to 1700 it was at high souththe ion charge densitycontoursfrom Bagenalet al. [1985] erly latitudes.The spacecraftthen crossedthe Europa L shell
upon the trajectory plot in Figure lb. Figure 2 givesa time between 1946 and 2022 near the magnetic and centrifugal
plot of the dipole L shell parameter,magneticlatitude •s•, equators.At the end of day 64 it was at ;ts•• 10ø with a high
centrifugallatitude•c, and systemIII longitude•bm.To make northerly latitude trajectory.

this plot, we have usedthe dipolepart of the O,• modelwith
3. INSTRUMENTATION AND ANALYSIS
tilt and offsetby Acura et al. [1983].
At the beginningof day 64 during the inbound pass the
Detailed information about the PLS instrumentis given in
spacecraftwas near the magneticand centrifugalequators;it the publication by Bridge et al. [1977], while information
then proceeded to higher latitudes where it crossed the about the electronanalysisis availablein the publicationsby
Europa L shell between0401 and 0436. During the inbound Scudderet al. [1981], Sittler et al. [1983], and Sittler [1983].

In this section we will confine our discussion to those features

2,

,
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•
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of the instrument and analysiswhich are directly relevant to
this paper.
The PLS instrumentis composedof four potential modulated Faraday cups which make positive ion and electron
measurementswithin the energy range from 10 V to 5950 V.
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Electronmeasurements
are madeby the sidesensoror D cup
only, whichusestwo energyscanmodes,E1 (10-140 eV) and
E2 (140-5950 eV). Both energy modes are composedof 16
8

10

1

1•

contiguouslyspacedenergy channelswhich can be shown to
be differential in relation to the electron distribution function

r (Rj)

re' They are individuallysampledin 3.84 s but separatedin
Fig. lb. Meridional view of Voyager 1 trajectory plotted versus time by 45 s. The sidesensorhas a fairly broad angularreradial distancefrom Jupitercenterand verticaldistanceZ relativeto
the centrifugalequator.For orientationalpurposeswe have superim- sponsewith conicalhalf angle of 30ø (full width at half maxiposed the total ion charge density contoursfor the Io plasma torus
from Bagenal et al. [1985].

mum) about the sensorlook direction. Since electron measure-

mentsare made by only one sensorand the spacecraftis three-
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4.

axis stabilized,angular information about fe is not available
except for those infrequent periods when roll maneuvers are
performed.
Although the D cup was favorably aligned to observedthe
nearly corotating cold ions during the inbound pass of the Io
plasma torus, this orientation also allowed large ion feedthrough correctionsto be presentin the hot electron measurements within the high-densityportions of the torus during the

inbound pass (see appendix). These correction currents can
exceed 80% of the measured signal. Within those regions
where these corrections exceed 75% of the measured signal,
we considerthe analysisof the hot electronspreliminary, with
accuraciesin the suprathermalelectron density nn and pressure Pn to be no better than a factor of 2. During the outbound pass, except for a brief maneuver near the Europa L
shell crossing, the D cup field of view was not favorably
aligned to see the high-density, nearly corotating cold ions.
Therefore during the outbound pass the ion feedthrough corrections were not important, and the hot electron measurements acquired during this period are consideredreliable with

accuraciesof •<30% for nn and Pn.
Becauseof the instrument's wide field of view it integrates
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SURVEY OF ELECTRON

OBSERVATIONS

Electron Density and Temperature
Figure 3 is a time plot of the moment estimated total elec-

tron densityhe,total electrontemperatureT•, and spacecraft
potential •sc for all of March 5, 1979. For referencewe have
added on top the system III longitude, centrifugal latitude,
magnetic(dipole)latitude, and dipole L shell.Before 0415 and
after 1940 the electron density was computed from the PLS
electron data alone. During these periods when the electron

densitywas < 100cm- 3, the spacecraft
wasknownto be positively charged, and the return current relation describedby
Scudder et al. [1981] was used to determine the spacecraft
potential. From 0415 to 1940 the spacecraftwas negatively
charged (except for brief periods from 0458 to 0550 and from
0614 to 0635), and the independent estimates of ne noted
above along with the chargeneutrality condition describedby
Scudder

et al. were used as follows.

From

0415 to 1400 the

PLS total ion charge densitiesfrom McNutt et al. [1981] were
usedbecausethe PLS main sensorswere sufficientlyaligned to
observe the high Mach number, nearly corotating cold ions.
From

1400

to

1830

the

PRA

electron

densities

from

Bir-

over any angular variation in the electron distribution func- mingham et al. [1981] were adopted, since the PLS sensors
tion such as a pressureanisotropy. Therefore if the pressure were not favorably aligned to see the cold ions. As discussed
anisotropies
were not large (T,/Tii • 1), the measurementsin the appendix, the spacecraft was probably negatively
provide a fairly accurate measure of the mean thermal energy charged in the brief interval from 1830 to 1940, and "predicof the electrons.

In the case of the cold electrons

within

the Io

ted" total ion chargedensitiesnion were usedto fill in this gap.

torus,isotropization
timescales
Zisov
(• minutes)
aresomuch The charge densitiesnion were computedfrom a scaleheight
lessthan the residencetime scalesZre
s (• 1--2 months)[Smith model using the inbound PLS ion analysis of Bagenal and
and Strobel, 1985; Summersand Siscoe,1985] that one expects
the cold electrons to be Maxwellian and isotropic. Model fits
for the cold electron temperaturecomponent T• should have
an accuracy better than 10% with computed l a errors generally less than a few percent. Becausethe Coulomb mean free

path, ;tcou•
> 10 Rs for E > 10 eV electrons,is large in comparison to the characteristic scale lengths within the torus
(L • 1 Rs), the observedthermal electronsbehave as a col-

Sullivan [1981] and Bagenal et al. [1985] and the preliminary
ion analysis by R. L. McNutt (private communication, 1983)
and then mapped to those times with identical L shellsduring
the outbound pass using the magnetic dipole field model of
Acu•a et al. [1983].
The inbound and outbound density profiles display a largescaleincreasein ne with decreasingL until the inner edge of
the hot torus at L--5.5

is reached. Inside L--5.5,

i.e., the

lisionless
gas,andpressure
anisotropies
T•_/Tii• 1 canoccur.

cold torus, there is a generaldecreasein ne exceptfor the brief

The instrument integratesover the transversecomponent of
fe and provides a measurementof the reduced distribution
function F e which includes modifications produced by its
angular response.By using an inversion technique discussed
by Sittler [1983], the measuredfunction F e is decomposed
into a Maxwellian for the cold electroncomponentF c and up
to three Maxwellian componentsfor the hot electron component F n. Thenf• is computedfrom the multi-Maxwellian fit to
F e. Oncef• is known, moment estimationsof ne and Te as
discussedby Scudderet al. [1981] are straightforward.Details
of the fitting procedureare discussedby Sittler 1-1983].
As noted by Scudder et al. [-1981], within the Io plasma

maximum when the spacecraftcrossedthe centrifugal equator
at 1030 (L = 5.2). The inbound and outbound ne were • 10

cm-3 at 13 Rs,with abruptincreases
duringthe inboundpass
at 0500 (L = 9.0) where n• rose to 100 cm-3 and at 0630
(L- 7.6) where ne abruptly increased to more than 1000
cm-3 During the outbound pass, when the spacecraftis
moving toward lower centrifugal latitudes, a similar but more
smoothly varying profile is observed.Inflection points can be
seen at 1715 (L- 7.7) and 1930 (L = 9.1) which nearly coincide in L with the correspondingboundaries noted above for
the inbound pass; therefore azimuthal symmetry (see appen-

dix) in n• is roughly supportedby the observations.The spa-

torus where electrondensities% exceeded1000 cm-3, the tial regime from L = 7.6 to L--5.5 where ne exceeds 1000
spacecraftcharged to a negative potential. When the space- cm-3 is referredto as the hot plasmatorus.
craft becomesnegatively charged, the return current relation
used by Scudderet al. [1981] is no longer valid, and some
other other meansmust be usedto estimaten• and the spacecraft potential•sc. This problemhas beensolvedby usingthe
charge neutrality condition describedby Scudder et al. and
independentestimatesof the electron density from the PLS
ion measurements[McNutt et al., 1981; Bagenal and Sullivan,
1981; Bagenal et al., 1985; R. L. McNutt, private communication, 1983] and from the planetary radio astronomyexperiment (PRA) [Birminghamet al., 1981].

The Teprofile displaysa large-scalepositiveradial gradient
for inbound and outbound passes.At 13 Rj, r e is of the order
of 100 eV, decreasesto < 6 eV for L < 6.8, and finally drops
to lessthan 2 eV within the cold torus (L < 5.4). Between 1000
and 1350 (L < 5.4), no detectableelectron fluxes above 10 eV
were observed,and we attribute this lack of detectionto Te <
2 eV in the cold plasma torus. (This upper limit for Te is
determined by the minimum electron flux that can be measured by the PLS instrument in the lowest E1 energy channel
and the known ion charge densitiesfrom the PLS ion analy-
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Fig. 3. Plot of the total momentelectrondensityne, total momentelectrontemperatureTe,and spacecraft
potential
•sc versustime for all of March 5, 1979(day 64). The symbolsusedfor the differentdata setsare denotedin the figure.We
havealsoindicatedat the bottomof the neand Tepanelsthe sourceof the data (PLS ELE is PLS electrondata,PLS ION

is PLS ion datafromBagenalet al. [1985]andR. L. McNutt (privatecommunication,
1983),PRA is neinferredfromPRA
data from Birminghamet al. [1981], and PRED is scaleheightmodel predictedfrom inboundion data (seeappendix)).See
text for details.On top we have indicatedthe systemIII longitude,centrifugallatitude,magneticlatitude,and dipole L.

sis.)Because
of theshortthermalequilibration
timescales
zeq betweeninbound and outboundvaluesof T•, we have mapped
(approximately hours) between ions and electrons and the

the inbound valuesof T• to the outboundregion usingthe L
long radial inward diffusion time scaleszD (a few hundred shell map described above. We also show in Figure 4 mean
days or more) (seesection 5) within the cold torus we have set ion temperaturesTio, computedfrom the preliminaryinbound
Te = T/for the period from 1000 to 1350 (seediscussionin the analysisby R. L. McNutt (private communication,1983) for
work by Bagenal [1985]). However, if a local heat source is times before 0500 and the inbound analysis by Bagenal and
presentas Moreno and BarbosaF1986]favor, then T• > Te as a Sullivan [1981] and Bagenal et al. [1985] from 0500 to 1132.
resultof radiativelosses,and Te would vary in parallel with T/ Between1230 and 2400, predictedvaluesof Tio, basedon the
but neverconvergeto it. Thus Te actuallymay be lessthan the inbound analysisare used with the sameL shell map as above.
T/valuesadoptedhere,and the readershouldexercise
caution. It is clear from Figure 4 that the T•o
• exceedT• by more than
From 1300 to 1351, predictedvaluesof the ion temperature an order of magnitude within the hot plasma torus. As diswere obtained by taking ion temperaturesfrom the inbound cussedbefore, Tio• approachesTc at the boundary separating
pass [Bagenal et al., 1985] and mapping them onto identical L
shellsduring the outbound pass using the dipole part of the
Acut•a et al. E1983] model. On the basis of the ion data, electron temperatures of < 1 eV are expected within the cold
plasma torus.

Temperature of Cold Electron Component

Electron temperaturesof the cold component,Tc, on March
5, 1979, are presented in Figure 4. To facilitate comparison

the cold and hot torus.

Many of the featuresdisplayedin Figure 3 for Te are also
seenfor T•. This is not unexpected,sinceas shownbelow, the
cold electron component dominates the total electron density
and pressure within the PLS energy range. During the inbound crossingof the hot torus outer boundary at 0630 there
is an abrupt decreasein Tc from 20 eV at L = 7.7 to lessthan
6 eV at L = 6.8. Tc gradually decreasesto 5 eV at L = 6. A
similar abrupt rise in T• is seenduring the outbound crossing
of the outer boundary of the hot plasma torus.
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Fig. 4. Time plot of the cold dectron temperatureT• (circles),predictedestimateof T• (triangles)(seetext for details),
and meanion temperatureT•o
. (squares)computedfrom the inboundanalysisby Bagenaland Sullivan[1981], Bagenalet
al. [1985], and the preliminary analysisby R. L. McNutt. The outbound estimatesare computedfrom the L shell mapping
techniquediscussedin text. Data coverageis for all of March 5, 1979 (day 64). As in Figure 2, the L shell crossingtimes for
Io and Europa are indicated. On top we have indicated the systemIII longitude, centrifugal latitude, magnetic latitude,
and dipole L.
Hot Electron Observations

In Figure5 wehaveplottedthehot electrondensitynttand
hot electronpressurePa as a functionof time along with
ratiosin the bottomtwo panelsof n,•/n
a and T,•/Tw The hot
electronparameters
na, Ta,andPa werecomputedby extrapolatingthe Maxwellianfit to the low-energyportionof the hot
component,
just abovethe break in the spectrumseparating
the coldand hot electrons,
to zeroenergy.This tendsto eliminate any variationsin the cold electroncomponent(movement of break in spectrum)from affectingthe estimationsof
na, Ta, and Pa = nakTa (k is the Boltzmannconstantin electron volts).As discussed
in the appendix,the regionmarkedA
in the top panelhasion feedthrough
corrections
greaterthan
75% of the measuredsignal,and the parameterestimationsin
this regionare preliminary.
Overall,the time profilesfor na and Pa are very similar,
althoughPa displaysless variability than nw Near the be-

ginningof day 64 whenJ.s•'" 0ø,the densityna • 0.5 crn-3.
From 0000 to 0140 the pressurePtt showslittle changeas the
spacecraft
movesto higherlatitudesand smallerr, while na
showsan increasewith time. The parametersna and Pa undergo a sudden decreasefrom 0140 to 0230, when there is a

suddenincreasein cold plasma(plasmasheetcrossing)which
is colderthan plasmain surroundingregions(seeFigure4 and
McNutt et al. [1981]), and graduallyincreaseuntil 0400, when

the EuropaL shellis approached.
This generalrisein ntt and
Ptt from 0000 to 0400 occurswhenthe spacecraft
is movingto

greater difficulty in modeling the ion feedthroughcurrents(see
appendix).
The outbound data display a steeppositive radial gradient
in na and Pa between 1400 and 1430 spacecraftevent time
(SCET), which correspondsto the inner edge of the hot torus
(L--5.5). When mapped onto the inbound data, the abrupt
risein na at 1400 (L -- 5.5),the plateaufrom 1410 to 1425,and
the sudden rise after 1425 (L -- 5.75) nearly coincide in dipole
L with similar variationsin Tio, reportedby Bagenaland Sullivan [1981] for the inbound data. Therefore if the ion and
electron features have a similar origin, this feature must be
fairly broad in azimuth and probably extendsall around the
planet.
From 1430 to 2000 we seean overall decreasein na and Pa

as the spacecraftmovesto higherlatitudes,with Pa displaying
a broad minimum between 1530 and 1710 when I•l > 10ø.
This variation is probably due primarily to a latitudinal effect,
e.g., the magnetic mirror force, because the corresponding
period during the inbound passlacks a radial variation in Pa.
The sudden increasein na and Pa at 1710 (L--- 7.6) nearly
coincideswith the outer boundary of the hot torus. Near the
outer edge of the Europa L shell crossingwe note a sudden
decreasein na and Pa after which very little change in these
parameters is observed with increasing radial distance and

magneticlatitude.This suddendrop in na and Ptt,just outside
the Europa L shell,for both inbound and outbound crossings,
implies there is a source of hot electrons inside Europa's L
shell, with satellite sweepingcausingthe drop in flux outside

higher;ts•and must thereforereflecta radial and/or azimuthal its L shell.
variationin theseparameters(sincethe magneticmirror force
Outside the hot torus (L > 7.6) the ratio for n,•/na varies
will tend to enhancesuprathermalfluxes at the magnetic between10 and 100, while the ratio T,:/Ta variesbetween0.5
equator).Thereis a localizedminimumin na and Pa between and 0.1. Within the hot torus, where the density of the cold
0455 and 0540 with little variation for the remainder of the
component
nc exceeds
1000cm-3 and the temperatureof the
inboundpassuntil 0930. Sincelittle variationin ;ts•occurs cold componentis considerablylower (T• ~ 5 eV versus20-30
duringthis passagethroughthe hot torus,the radial gradient eV outsidethe torus),the ratio n,•/na is approximately103,
in na and Pa must be small within the hot torus. After 0930 and T•/Ta is lessthan 10-2. In thecoldtorusthe ratio n•/na
the analysisbecomesvery difficult becauseof interferenceand can exceed10'•. Theselarge ratiosfor n•/na are in rough
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Fig. 5. Timeplotof themomenthot electrondensitynn, momenthotelectronpressure
Pn,ratioof nc/nn, andratioof

T•/T,for all of March5, 1979(day64).On top of thefigurewe haveindicated
thesystem
III longitude,
centrifugal
latitude,magneticlatitude,and dipoleL. As in Figures2 and 4, the dipoleL shellcrossing
timesfor Io and Europaare
shown.The letter A denotesthe regionwherethe hot electronanalysisis preliminarybecauseof ion feedthrough
corrections.The horizontal bars in the secondpanel up indicatethose regionsof differentplasmawave characteras
definedby Birrningharn
et al. [1981] usingPRA observations.

The apparent discrepancybetween the PLS and UVS estimates of ,-, 1.8 eV. Recent analysesby Smith and Strobel
[1985] and Shemansky[1987] are in agreementwith the lower
nondetection of O 2 +.
in situ valuesof Tc.
In Figure 4 we searchedfor local time, systemIII longitude,
5. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
and latitudinal variationsin Tc by superimposingpredicted
valuesof Tc, basedon inboundestimates,upon the outbound
Cold Electron Component
estimatesof Tc (seesection4). No systematicvariationin T•
Most of the EUV emissionobservedby the UVS experi- with local time, 2, or •bm can be seen.If one considersthe
ment on Voyageris confinedto the hot torus with maximum large-scaleminimum in Tc centeredon the Io flux tube crossintensityat about 5.7 Rs [Broadfootet al., 1979;Sandelet al., ing as a local effect,then within the hot torus thereis a tend1979]. From UVS observationsat this radial distance,She- encyfor Tc to be greaterduringthe outboundpassthan in the
manskyand Smith[1981] inferreda cold electrontemperature inbound pass. Between 1600 and 1700 the difference in Tc

agreementwith the ground-basedoptical observations
report-

edby Brownet al. [1983b]•whosetan upperlimitof 2 x 10-'•
for the ratio nninein the post-Voyager2 epochon thebasisof

Tc = 6.9eV. Duringtheinboundpasswhenthespacecraft
was

inbound

and outbound

can be more than 50%. It can be seen

from Figure 2 that the spacecraftis at higher magnetic and
the hot torus(ne > 1800½m-3, radialrange6.1-5.9Rs, and centrifugal latitudes during the outbound pass (1400-1700)
times0837-0858)and not in the vicinityof Io, the comparable than during the inbound pass (0635-0933). Also, the discrepin situmeasurement
was Tc = 5.06eV + 0.2 eV (seeFigure4). ancy betweenTc (outbound)and Tc (inbound),within the hot

near the centrifugalequator,in the highest-density
regionsof
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torus, becomesgreater as the difference in latitude increases. (LT) variation in Tc with a maximum value at 1900 LT and a
Qualitatively, this tendencyfor higher temperaturesat higher minimumvalueat 0700 LT. The difference
in Tc with local
latitudes can be understoodin terms of particle motion in a time tended to increase with radial distance within the hot

confiningmagneticfield with no collisions.For example,as
the particle moves to higher i• where the magnetic field
strengthis greater,its parallel energyis convertedto perpendicular energy,since the particle'stotal energy (1/2my2=
2

torus. From Figure la it can be seen that the Voyager 1
spacecraftpenetratedthe hot torus at about 1600 LT during
the inbound passand 2240 LT during the outbound pass.
Only a limited range of local times were sampled,and it is

1/2mvll+ 1/2mv•2=const)and first adiabaticinvariant difficult to reach any definitive conclusionsfrom out data set.
(l•_•2/B
= const)are conserved.Sincethe electronsensoris In referenceto Figure 5 of Shemansky
and Sandel[1982] one
looking nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field for both
inbound and outbound passes(seeappendix),the instrument
shouldobservean increasein Tc with increasing1•t (i.e., instrument measures Tc_
0. Coulomb collisions will tend to
reducethe presenceof an anisotropy,but as discussedin section 2 the Coulomb mean free path for the cold electronsis
largein comparisonto the plasmascaleheightH • 1 Rs, and

a latitudinalgradient
in T_•/Tii
couldpersist.

would expect no significant difference between the inbound

and outboundestimatesof Tc, and one might concludethat
the PLS electron observations are not in agreement with the

predictionsof Shemanskyand Sandel1-1982]if Tc has no •l or
(Pilldependence.An alternativeinterpretationis that the predictions by Desslerand Vasyliunas[1979] and Shemanskyand
Sandel [1982] are correct and that the difference between the
inbound

and outbound

data is a latitudinal

effect.

We note that there was an observeddecreasein Tc from 5.1
to 4.6 e¾ when the angle 0aNbetweenthe D cup normal and Hot Electron Component
magnetic field B changed from 90ø to 135ø during a roll maScudder et al. [1981] demonstrated that the electron distrineuver at 1523 (cf. Figure A2). This changein Tc is consistent butions have suprathermal tails. These hot electronscan pro-

with T•/Tii • 1.2 for the cold electronsat 1•t •-10ø

and vide a mechanism for rapid heating of the cold electrons

supports the view that a pressure anisotropy in the thermal
electronsis present.
We will next considera possiblerelationshipwith (•III and
the active sector model by Dessler and Vasyliunas [1979].
Ground-based

observations

of the cold

torus

do show

evi-

dence of brightnessvariations at the systemIII period of 9.925
hours which appear to be causedby the active sector [Trafton,
1980; Pilcher and Morgan, 1980; Trauger et al., 1980]. Shemanskyand Smith [1981] found no evidencefor a variation in
the hot torus at the systemIII period, but recently, Roesler et
al. [1984], Sandel [1983], and Pilcher et al. [1985] found
brightnessvariations at a longer period of 10.2 hours (system
IV [Dessler, 1985]). The brightnessvariations observed within
the hot torus do not appear to have a direct relationship with
the

active

sector.

If

one

were

to

attribute

the

inbound-

outbound difference in Tc to the magnetic anomaly model,
then one would concludethat Tc was lower within the active
sector than outside it, which is contrary to the prediction
(prediction 1) by Desslerand Vasyliunas[1979]. The data may
be consistentwith the magnetic anomaly model in the context
of a corotating convectionelectric field as proposed by Hill et
al. [1981, 1983] for which there is plasma outflow in the active
sector for 170ø < •Pm< 300ø. Recently, Cheng et al. [1984]
reported a longitudinal asymmetry in Voyager 1 low-energy
charged particle (LECP) phase space densities for ions and
electronswithin the Io plasma torus. This asymmetry has outbound fluxes greater than inbound fluxes at the same L shell
and is similar to the Tc effectreportedhere. Although plasma
flowing outward in the active sectorshould adiabatically cool,
one might argue (A. J. Dessler, private communication, 1985)
that on the basisof the observedincreasein Te with radius the
mechanism of Goertz [1978] may apply in the active sector to
produce a net heating of the outward flowing plasma.
We next considerthe possibility of a local time effect which
was detected in the EUV emissions of the hot torus [Sandel
and Broadfoot, 1982; Shemanskyand Sandel, 1982]. Theoretical explanations for this asymmetry have been proposed by
Barbosa and Kivelson [1983] and Ip and Goertz [1983] in

through electron-electron collisions. Such a mechanism seems
to be needed to account for the local time asymmetries(10%

variations in Tc within 10 hours) observedby the Voyager
U¾S experiment [Shemanskyand Sandel, 1982]. Barbosa et al.
[1985] calculated an energy transfer time scale of •0.9 hours
via Coulomb collisions for a 100-e¾ electron interacting with

a backgroundcomponentwith nc• 2000 cm-3 and Tc •
5 e¾; in contrast, the typical energy transfer time scalesbetween ions and electronsare > 5 days. The hot electrons also
provide the energy sourcefor many of the plasma wave emissions observed by the Voyager plasma wave experiment
(PWS) [Scarfet al., 1979a] and the planetary radio astronomy
experiment (PRA) [Warwick et al., 1979].

LocalizedSourceand Sink of Hot Electrons

Typical temperaturesTn for the suprathermalelectrons
within the hot torus are ,-, 500 eV, so the Coulomb collisions
will thermalize these electrons with the cold electrons in about

1 day ('12ther
m'•' 10 hours)while residencetime scalesare about
1-2 months [Smith and Strobel, 1985; Summers and Siscoe,
1985]. Therefore most hot electrons within the torus must be

locally generatedby some anomalous electron energization

mechanism(seediscussions
by Barbosaet al. [1985]). The nn
and Pn profilesin Figure 5 show clear evidencefor a sourceof

hot electronswithin the hot torus.The rapid drop in nn and
Pa at the boundary separating the cold and the hot torus
(L = 5.5) defines the inner boundary of the hot electron
source,while satellitesweepingby Europa at L = 9.4, inbound
and outbound,providesa clearly definedouter boundary for
the hot electrons. The source of these hot electrons must be

confined inside Europa's L shell for this decrease to occur.

Note that in the vicinityof Europathe ratio 'rtherm/'rre
s could
be ,-•1, as comparedto ,-,0.01 in the Io torus, and therefore
local generationof suprathermalsin the vicinity of Europa
need not occur.

The primary mechanismcausingthe depletionof hot electrons at the inner boundary of the hot torus is Coulomb col-

lisionswith cold electrons('rther
m•, 4 days).Inelasticcollisions
with cold ions have longertime scales(,-•25 days).Sincethis
analysisby Shemanskyand Sandel they predicted a local time depletionoccurredover a distanceof only 0.1 Rs, an inward
terms

of a dawn-to-dusk

convection

electric

field.

From

the
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Fig. 6. Plot of the reducedelectrondistributionfunction F e (seeSittler [1983] for definition)versusobservedelectron

speedvo duringthe outbound
traversal
of the boundary
separating
thecoldand'thehot torus.Figureshows
energy
dependence
of suprathermalelectrondepletionat this boundary.Spectrumtime,momentestimatedtotal electrondensity
andtemperature,
spacecraft
potential,coldelectrondensityandtemperature,
andx2 of coldcomponent
fit to spectrum
are
displayed
in upperright-handcornerof eachPanel.

radial diffusion time scalezD of •40 days over a radial distance of 1 Rj can be estimated. Theoretical arguments by

sion limit. A suprathermalelectron componentwith energies

Siscoeet al. [1981] imply a considerablylonger diffusion time
scale,and this fact suggestsa weak sourceof hot electronsin
the cold torus. At this inner boundary, auroral hiss was reported by Gurnett et al. [1979], which at earth is known to be
associatedwith intense low-energy (10 eV to 1 keV) auroral
electron precipitation [Gurnett and Scarf, 1983]. The electrostatic waves reported by Birmingham et al. [1981] could
precipitate electrons below 100 eV (see, for example, Barbosa
and Kurth [1980] and Kurth et al. [1983]). In Figure 6 we
show the energy dcpe.ndenceof the hot electron depletions,
from which it can be seenthat this energydependenceis weak,
with a tendency for the spectrum to become steeper as the

Barbosaet al. [1985] have proposeda different mechanism:
production of hot electronsby growth of lower hybrid (LH)
waveswhich are generatedby newly picked-upions within the
hot torus.This mechanism produces a hot component with

approaching
1 keV is producedby thisprocess.

meanthermalenergyTH •,, 1 keV and nn/n½',, 10-3, whichis
in agreement with the observations shown in Figure 5. As
showa in the work by Barbosa et al., the PWS da.ta provide
evidencefor the presenceof lower hybrid noisewithin the cold
and hot torus with average wave amplitudes of 100 #V/m.
Associated

with

this emission

due to the ions is enhanced

whistler
modeemissions
above1 kHz caused
by supratherm
al
electrons[Scarf et al., 1979a, b] between the inner (L = 5.5)

spacecraft
movesacross
thisboundary.
It is quafitatively
con- and outer (L = 9.4) boundariesof the hot electron region (see
sistentWithenergylossby Coulombcollisions
fo,
r whichthe Figure 5). The hot ion fluxes observedby the PLS instrument

collision
frequenc•
obeys
a lIE3/2dependence.
Thisisinsharp displaymorphologicalfeaturessimilar to thoseof the hot elec-

contrast
to the hot electron
depletions
at Saturn,Wherethe trons. This supportsthe contention by Barbosaet al. [1985]

attenuationsweregreaterat higherenergie•s.
The depletionsat that the hot ions are the source of the hot electrons. The hot
Saturn were believedto be causedby either electronprecipi- ions display the same satellite sweepingsignatureat Europa's
tation induced by wave-particle interactions or collisionswith
micron-sizeddust particles[Sittler et al., 1983].
A numberof mechanisms
havebeenproposedfor producing
hot electronswithin the torus.In the modelby Thorne[1981],

lower hybrid waves and whistler mode hiss by Barbosa et al.
also have enhanced intensities inside Europa's L shell and

secondary
electrons
with energies
of < 1 keV areprodUCed
bY

outside the cold torus.

L shell, as well as reduced fluxes within the cold torus. The
wave emissions below

1 kHz

which

have been identified

as

energeticions which precipitateinto the auroral zone of JupiOutbound Roll Maneuver
ter's upper atmosphere.The bulk of thesesecondaryelectrons
have energiesof • 20-40 eV and rapidly thermalizewith the
An opportunity for obtaining pressureanisotropy infordqminant cold electroncomponent.This providesan energy mation about the hot electronsoccurredduring the outbound
sourq½for the torus. Thorne estimatedan energyinput of roll maneuver just inside Europa's L shell crossing(1940•3 x 10•• W for protonprecipitation:
and • 1.5x 10•2 W 2000) when the spacecraft was near the magnetic equator.

for he,avyio,nprecipitation
if the energetic
particle(30 keV to

Figure 7 is a 2-hour plot centeredon this roll maneuver of the

1 Me,V energies)precipitationis occurringat the strongdiffu-

moment estimatedhot electron temperature Tu estimated
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side this boundary.

In an attempt to explain this latitudinal dependenceon Pn,
we have constructed a simple model for the parallel component of the momentum equation for hot electrons:

-

900

•l

"

• logB+ nneE
II--0

(1)

800

HerePn, andPn• aretheparallelandperpendicular
compo-

nentswithrespect
to B of Pn,Ell- •' E (• = B/B)is the
field-aligned
electricfield,andc9/c9l
- • ßV. To obtainclosure,
z

90

we have used the approach describedby Vasyliunas [1983]

-

60
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30
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and assumedthe first and secondadiabaticinvariants,Pn•/

nnBandPn,B2/nn
3,respectively,
areconstants.
Thefirstinvariant, convervationof magnetic moment #, is expectedto be
conserved; but conservation of the second invariant as given
above may not hold. Solutions to (1) are obtained as a func-

I

2100
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anisotropy
(Tñ/Tii)E
0 for the hot electrons
Fig. 7. Plot of the hot electrontemperatureTn for electronener- tion of thepressure
giesof > 650 eV and the angle0BNduringthe outboundroll maneu- at the magnetic equator, in a dipole field for B, and a specific
ver near Europa'sL shell;0•N is the anglebetweenthe magneticfield formfor Ell = Ell(L,;ts•
). In thismodel,T•_/Tiiis an increasing
B and the D cup normal t1D.Figure shows evidencefor pressure function of I•l.
anisotropy
in thehotelectrons
with Ta> T•i.

Solutions
to (1) with Ell = 0 aregivenby curves1 and2 in
Figure 8. The large ;t•t dependencein Pn requireslarge pres-

from a moment analysis for electron energies of >640 eV
versusthe angle between the D cup normal and the magnetic
field 0a•-. At lower energiesa similar dependenceon 0aN is
observed,but not as clearly. From the observeddip in Tn

sureanisotropies
(T•_/Tll)e
o >>1 because
an excursion
of less

than 12ø from the magnetic equator in a dipole field produces
only a small change in B (i.e., B(L, /•st)/B(L, 0)< 1.21 for
I•l < 12ø). Deviations from a dipole field inside Europa's L
centeredon 0aN= 0ø one can estimatea pressureanisotropy shell due to the ring current modeled by Connerney et al.
T•/T•i of at least• 1.17for thehot electrons.
Because
temper- [1981] would provide an increasein the ratio of B(L, •st)/
B(L, 0) from 1.21 to 1.45 (J. E. P. Connerney, private comature variations before and after the roll maneuver are < 5%,
munication,
1985),but thisdecreases
T•_/Tllby no morethana
this dip in Tn is significant.

factorof 2 andstillleavesT•_/Tll>>1.
These inferred anisotropies are considerably larger than

Latitudinal Dependenceof Pn

those calculated

We now considerthe outbound variations in Pn for which
the suprathermal fluxes maximized at the magnetic equator.
Although temporal and azimuthal variations are evident in
Figure 5, we assumeall systematicvariations displayedby the
data are causedby radial and/or latitudinal dependences.The
inbound profilesfor Pn display very little radial dependence
between the orbits of Io and Europa. During this period the
spacecraftis confined closely to the magnetic and centrifugal
equators(•4 and 4½< 5ø in magnitude)from 0600 to 0930.
The decreasebetween 0440 and 0535 is consideredtemporal.
The pressure from 0400 to 0440, when the spacecraft was
about 9.5ø below the magnetic equator, is about a factor of
2-3 higher than what would be inferred from the latitudinal

theoretically unexpectedbecauseof the isotropizing effects of
Coulomb collisions,as well as effectsof pitch angle scattering

variations

of the outbound

data with no assumed

radial

<

5ø are within a factor of 2 in magnitude to that observed near
the outbound crossingof the magnetic equator at about 2000.
the above

in mind

we have

taken

the outbound

the outbound

roll maneuver

and are

due to whistlermodewaveswhen T•_/Tii> 1 [Kenneland
Petschek,1966]. High inferred anisotropiesare also in conflict
with the models by Thorne [1981] and Barbosa et al. [1985].
10-8

vari-

ation. The valuesfor Pn between0600 and 0930 when I•l

With

from

•.•10
-9

data

inside Europa's L shell and plotted 5-rain averagesof Pn
versus•s• in Figure 8. In addition to the expectedJ.st dependence, the data show a hysteresisin •4 associatedwith the
crossingat L ,-, 7.7 (1715 SCET) of the position of the EUV
hot torus outer boundary. The lower curve is confined to
L < 7.7. This boundary is not evident in the inbound data,
which may be explainable in terms of an increase in vertical
scale height of the hot electrons outside this boundary (i.e.,
•s• "' 0ø at L • 7.7 inbound and •s• "• -10ø at L • 7.7 outbound). This change in scale height could be caused by a

I '

-12

-10

I

-8

2.

-6

E,,=0 _

-4

-2

0

•,M(DEG)

Fig. 8. Plot of the hot electronpressurePn versusmagneticlatitude ;•M for data acquiredduring the outboundpassageof the hot

torus.Theoretical
curvesallowingestimation
of (T.L/Tii)EQ
for thehot
electronsare superimposed(seetext for details).
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In Thorne'smodel the secondaryelectronsinitially have equa-

El]

torialpitchangles
near0ø(T•i/T•>>1).Coulomb
collisions
are

•ee •ee2•'•coil

not expectedto reversethe anisotropyso that T•i/T•_< 1.
Similarly,in the model by Barbosaet al. [1985] the lower showsthe presenceof a resistivityterm due to collisions.If
electric
hybrid waveswill tend to acceleratethe electronsalong B thistermis small,thenEll mustequaltheambipolar

[Winske
etal.,1985;
H. K. Wong,
private
communication,
field,
and(T•./Tii)Eo
>>1.If theresistivity
term
islarge
incom-

1985)
sothat
Tii/T•.
> 1isexpected.
However,
thedetection
of parison
tothepressure
gradient
term,
then
theplasma
can

chorus
emissions
at0620
(outside
thehottorus)
bytheVoy- support
such
alarge
Ell.Coulomb
collisions
canbeshown
to
ager1 plasmawaveinstrument(PWS)wasinterpreted
to be be inadequate,so that waveturbulencein the plasmamustbe
due to keV suprathermal
electronswith pressure
anisotropies presentto provideadequatescatteringof the thermalelectrons.One possibilityis the broadbandwaveemissions
within
(T.•/T•i)
of ~ 2 byCoroniti
etal.[1980].Therefore
anisotropies

(T.•/T•i)E
• of • 2 outside
thehottoruscannot
beexcluded.
Finally, to try to reconcileour model predictionsof T•./

theIo torusreportedby Scarletal. [1979a,b].
The lack of a significantlatitudinal gradientin Pn from
0400 to 0600 duringthe inboundpasscouldbe construedas

T•i>>1withexpectations
andobservations
to thecontrary,
we
wasimportant
haveintroduced
a nonzero
Ell.Consider
thepossibility
of an providingevidencethat a radial dependence
ambipolarelectricfield set up by the centrifugallyconfined duringtheoutboundpass(dPn/dr • 0), at leastfor L • 8. But
thermal ion and electronpopulationswith the followingas- temporalvariationsin Pn are alsoevidentduringthis same
time interval. So it is not clear whether the inbound data for

sumedpolarizationpotential:

L • 8 couldbe usedas evidenceagainstour interpretationfor
a latitudinalgradientin the outbounddata. It is difficultto

%0,(œ,
&,)=

interprettheincrease
in Pn with r asa radialdependence
for
L • 8 outbound,sinceone expectsa dilution effectfrom the
increasein flux tube volume with r (dPn/dr • 0 expected).

'(•-e
)(flsRsLs)'(1cos6
•.u)
(2)

Inside L--8 our inferenceof a latitudinal gradient is more
established,
and the overallsystematicvariationof Pn with 2u

and

Eii(L,/•u)
-

duringthe outboundpassstronglyarguesfor a latitudinal
dependence.
(Thepossibility
of an Io effectcanbe excluded

from the differencein scalelengthbetweenthat expectedfor
whichappliesfor a singleion plasmain a dipolefieldwithno an Io effectand that observed.)It may also be true that there

in E I1'
tilt. Aio
, is theion massin atomicmassunits,Z•o, is theion isa localtimeasymmetry
chargestate,fls isJupiter's
angularrotationfrequency,
Rsis a

Half-Harmonic ElectrostaticWaves

Jovianradius,
mpis a protonmass,
ande is theunitelectric

Birmingham
et al. [1981] interpretedPRA observations
of

charge.In Figure 8, curve3 resultswhenwe set A•o
• -32,

(UHR) emissions
and half-harmonic
Zion---2(composition
S•+), and Te= Tio
. into (2) andintro- upperhybridresonance
emissions
above
and
below
the
UHR
line
position
in termsof
ducetheresultant
Ellinto(1).In reality,T, islessthanT•o,/3,
a bimodal distribution for the electrons within the Io torus,
andtheadopted
Ell is an overestimate,
butit shows
theimportanceof an electricfield.The solutionprovidesa good with the hot electroncomponenthavinga lossconeanistropy.
matchto the data for I/•ul< 8øwith an equivalentanisotropy As shownin their paper and Figure 5, half-harmonicelec-

(T•./Tll)m
= 10.Morerealistic
models
ofEllrequire
a self-trostatic
waves
areobserved
below
theUHRemission
line

consistent
scale
height
calculation
similar
to thatofBagenal
fu•. = (f•,e+ fo:)•/• intheouter
torus,
bothabove
andbelow
andSullivan
[1981],butsuch
models
would
notsignificantly
ftmaat intermediate
radialdistances
withinthehottorus,

increase
theEumagnitude.
Onthebasis
oftherollmaneuver
above
fu•awithin
theinner
portions
ofthehottorus,
andonly

data,plasma
waveobservations
ofchorus
emissions
outsideftma
emission
within
thecoldtorus.
Intheirmodel
calculations
thehot torus,andtheoretical
expectations
werequireT•_/ theydetermined
thatn½/nn
mustbe>>1,whichis supported
displayedin Figure5. They alsodeterTll<•2,which
implies
larger
Ell• 2.5pV/mthanpredicted
by by PLS observations
(2).In estimating
Ell~ 2.5ttV/mwetookintoaccount
nondi- minedthattheratio T•/Tn shouldhavea positiveradialgradipolecorrections
to themagnetic
fieldwhichdecreased
Ell by a ent in order to account for the movement of the half-harmonic
fromaboveftm• to belowfu• with increasing
radius.
factor of 2. Suchcorrectionsare not applicablewithin the hot emission
For
half-harmonic
emission
above
fu•
they
estimated
T½
torus.One way of generating
sucha largeEll is the thermo/T
n
•
0.02,
which
is
very
close
to
that
shown
in
Figure
5
for
electric
Ell thatHultqvist
[1970,1971](seealsoStern[1981])
proposedfor the earth'smagnetosphere
wherefield-alignedthe inner regionsof the hot torus.For T•/Tn ~ 0.04, halfis confinedbelowf6H•, and thisis approxicurrentsare producedby precipitatingelectrons,thus gener- harmonicemission
matelywhat is observed
nearthe outerboundaries
of the hot
atinglargeE,.
thiseffectis supportedby
The most obviousconsequence
of invoking such a large torus.Therefore,semiquantitatively,
the PLS observations. The lack of half-harmonic emission

Ell>•2.5ttV/misthatthelatitudinal
thickness
oftheplasma

toruswouldincreasebeyondthe valuesdeducedby Bagenalet withinthe coldtorusis probablydueto the low suprathermal
al. [1985] and possiblythat inferred from the inbound- electronfluxes (T. J. Birmingham,private communication,

outboundprofileof n, constructed
from the PRA observa- 1983).
tions.However,a moreseriousconsequence
of thislargerEll Chorus Emissions
is the chargeimbalancebetweenthe ionsand electrons
which
Coronitiet al. [1984] reportedthe detectionof chorusemiswould occur.Inspectionof the generalizedOhm'slaw equasionsby the Voyager1 plasmawaveexperimentfrom 0457:35
tion
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Fig. 9. Plot of the electrondistributionfunctionfe for the time period Coronitiet al. [1984] reportedno chorus
emission.Figure showsa reductionin suprathermalfluxescenteredon 500 eV during the time period chorusemissionis
not observed.

to 0630 SCET with a broadband chorus component between considerable ionization is occurring, the electron density
0.25f/f• and 0.45f/fg,a narrow-band
chorusemission
just would be expectedto build up. Becausethe newly picked-up

above0.5f/fg,andno emission
between
0.45f/faand0.5f/fa. electronsacquireonly • 10-2 eV of energyin the acceleration
We make no attempt here to comment about the theoretical
explanationsfor this emission'we only wish to clarify some
points made in that paper with regard to how they relate to
the in situ electron observations.They noted that no chorus
emission was evident in the plasma wave data from 0505 to
0542 SCET and suggesteda reductionin the pitch angle anisotropy as the preferredexplanation.Although the timing is
not exact, one notes in Figure 5 a reduction in the suprathermal fluxesfrom 0457 to 0550 SCET with P• droppingbelow

processand have little kinetic energy initially, the electron
temperature would be expectedto decrease.
From the geometry of Figure la, the time required for the
corotatingplasma to traversea tangentialdistanceof 0.4 Rs
from the outer radius of 0.5 Rs to the point of closestapproach to Io is 520 s. The observedelectron temperature de-

creases
by 0.7 eV with a time constantr = (dTe/dtTe- •)- • •
4 x 103 s, whichis extremelyshort in comparisonto the ion
confinement or diffusion time. The question arises whether

10-9 dyn/cm
2 at about0500and risingabove10-9 dyn/cm2 this observeddecreasein Te is generatedlocally in the vicinity
at about 0540 SCET. Within this region the cold electrons
also tend to be colder,with T• • 15 eV inside,while outside
this region,T• is • 20 eV. To seethis more clearly,we showin
Figure 9 a plot of the electrondistributionfunctionfe before,
during, and after this event. Of major importance is that the

of the spacecrafttrajectory or producednonlocallysomewhere
along the magneticflux tube, perhapsin the vicinity of closest

approachto Io. For Te = 5 eV and ne = 2000cm-3, we estimate a mean free path of ,-•1.4 Rs which is greater than the
plasma scale height and indicative of a quasi-collisionless

reductionin fe maximizesat about 500 eV, a typicalresonance
energy discussedby Coroniti et al. for producing the chorus
emissions. The lack of chorus emission

from

I

0505 to 0542 is

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!
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primarily causedby a reduction in the flux levels of the suprathermal electrons, but we agree with Coroniti et al. that the
lack of chorus emissionafter 0630, when the spacecraftenters
the Io plasma torus, is causedby an increasedisotropization
of the suprathermal electrons by Coulomb collisions due to

_
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_
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the higher backgrounddensitieswithin the torus, ne • 1000

_
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cm-3,versus
ne< 300cm-3 outside
thetorus.
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-

Io's NEUTRAL CORONA

_

_

_
_

The electron temperature data (Figure 3) in the vicinity of
Io contain a signature which we tentatively attribute to a
dense neutral corona or cloud around Io. In Figure 10 the
cold electron temperature is plotted as a function of radial
distancefrom the center of Io with the closestapproach being
the nominal passagethrough the predicted Io flux tube at 11.5
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Rioor -•0.3 Rs. In this Io-centeredcoordinatesystemthe cold
r(R•o)
electron temperaturedisplaysa symmetry with respectto Io.
Fig. 10. Plot of the cold electrontemperatureT• versusradial
From a distanceof 20 Rio or 0.5 R•r where Te --• 5.5 eV the distancefrom 1o for the time period centeredabout the 1o flux tube

electron temperature decreasesto _•4.8 eV at closest approach. In plasma penetrating a dense neutral cloud where

passage.The crossesand squaresarc usedfor data acquired while the
spacecraftapproachedand departedfrom 1o, respectively.
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plasma.A 5-eV electrontraverses1 Rs in 54 s, which is short function of the neutral density and the last term if there is a
in comparison to the traversal time of the corotating plasma. temperature gradient along B.
The time scale for electron self-collisions is -• 74 s, while the
On the basis of the time constant argumentsabove we attimeit takesnewlypicked-upelectrons
(T -,• 10-2 eV) to ther- tribute the local observeddTe/dt along the spacecrafttrajec-

mally equilibratewith the ambientelectronplasma(Te -• 5 eV)

tory to Vii 'qHc and Vii 'qHc to a nonlocalinteractionof

is --•45 s. On the basis of these time

thermal electrons with newly created electrons on magnetic

constants

we conclude

that the observedchangein Te is producednonlocally,i.e., flux tubes at their closestapproach to Io. Unfortunately, we
generated somewherealong the magnetic flux tube where the
neutral density of Io's extended atmosphere(corona or exosphere)is highest.
Heat conduction by thermal electronscan rapidly transport
thermal energy along magnetic flux tubes. In the collision
limit the time constant for heat conduction driven by the
0.7-eV observedtemperaturechangeover a distanceof 1 Rs is
only -,•3 s. Becausethe plasma probed by Voyager is quasicollisionless,this time scaleis obviouslylonger, of the order of
the self-collisiontime scale(-,• 74 s), which is still substantially
smaller than the spacecrafttraversal time.
To explore this hypothesisquantitatively, considerthe continuity equation for electronswhich is given as

dne 2
ne
-- E IjNjne---dt j= •
zo

do not know how the magnetic field lines are draped around
Io, and the densitiesthat we infer below cannot be assigneda
preciseradial position. Equation (5) can be written approximately as

•ne-•

sc

-,,Vii.qH
c = -- [(I.P.)•
+ -•re]IjNjn
e
sc

j = 1

Io corona

(6)

The Lagrangian or material derivative in (6) may be re-

placedby vv C•Te/C•S
where% is the plasmavelocityands is a
measureof distancealong the plasma trajectory. Equation (6)
can be integrated to obtain

Te(S)
_ Te(•)
=__
-•(I.P.)•
+TeI•
j=1
Up

(3)

Njas (7)

exobase

where we have arbitrarily assumed that the magnetic field
lines penetrate to the exobaseof Io, which is approximately at
Nj, and Ij is their ionizationratesby electroncollisions.
The
r - 1.5-2 R•o(M. E. Summerset al., The radial distributionof
electron energy equation may be written as
constituentsin Io's corona and implications for atmospheric
escape, submitted to Journal of GeophysicalResearch, 1987
(hereinafter Summers et al., 1987)), that the integral is performed along a radial path upstream from Io at closestap-- qrad
+ V II ' (qnc) (4) proach, and that the plasma density remains approximately
constant as it penetrates Io's corona. We do not attempt to
where qieis the Coulomb collisionalenergytransferrate bewhere the summation

is over neutrals

S and O with densities

dT
e Tedne•
E Ejljne•zo q-qie
•3 ne"•
-+
dtJ=j=•

tween the hotter ions and cold electrons,qHCis the thermal model the radial variation of T•, which requiresfurther as-

abouttheradialdependence
of Nj. The radialvarielectronheatflux,Vii is thedivergence
alongtheB field,and sumptions
qraais the ion EUV radiative loss rate due to electroncol-

lisionalexcitation;e•is thenetenergyadded/subtracted
in the

ation of T• doesindicatethat the coronaextendsto -,•0.4 Rj

from Io. From the definition of the exobase,

ionization process.Becausethe ionization potentials (I.P.) of
O and S are 13.6 and 10.4 eV, respectively,whereasTe -,• 5-6
eV in the hot torus, most ionization of neutrals occurs by
electrons at the threshold ionization energy. Newly picked-up

fNjdr
• 3x10
•'•cm
-2

Evaluationof the right-handsideof (7) with Te - 5.2 eV for an
electrons
acquire
only-,•10-2eV;thuse•_• -I.P. oftheneu- atomic oxygen corona gives -1 eV and for a sulfur corona

-6.5 eV, in comparisonto the observed0.7 eV. Basedon the
models of Kumar [1980], Smith and Strobel [1985], and Sum2
mers et al. (1987), the oxygen corona is appropriate for the
Voyager 1 encounter, and our assumption that the plasma
penetrates to the exobase is a realistic estimate. Actually, a
(5) rigorous derivation of (4)-(6) would include all electronneutral inelastic collisions that cool the electron gas. This
When (5) is integrated over the entire torus volume, steady would lead to, at most, a factor of 2 reduction in the inferred
state conditions approximately apply, i.e., dTe/dt _• 0, and neutral column density probed in the Io corona. The major
qie • qrad'
experimental uncertainty is the location of the exobase.The
Because
qieandqraaarefunctions
of ni, ne,Ti,Te,andnotN•, PLS data cannot provide an answer, as closestapproach to Io
with time constantsof 19 days and 0.8 day, respectively,the was only 11.5 R•o.Currently,we are forcedto rely on theoretitral. Substitution of (3) into (4) yields

ate
y',[(I.P.)•
+•re]IjNjn
e+qie-qrad
+VII' (qH)
•ne
dt= --•=•

observeddecreasein Te near Io cannotbe producedby qieand
qradthrough changesin plasmaparameters.This disparityin
time constantsis related to the fact that many photons must
be radiated away to balance the energy transfer of 270 eV for
O and 540 eV for S of pickup energy acquiredby each newly

createdion. Also, the time constantfor qieis basedsolelyon
the collision frequency.
Thus the only terms in (5) which can account for the decreasein Te are the first term on the right-handsidewhichis a

cal models.

The correspondingsolution to the electroncontinuity equation can be written

as

ne = neoexp

j=•

-- %

(8)

Numerical resultsfrom (7) yield modestincreasesin ne of
6.5-8% from ionization of neutrals by electron impact in the
corona. A comparison of the inbound and outbound electron
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Fig. 11. Plot of electronimpact ionization rates along the Voyager 1 trajectory for all of March 5, 1979, for Na (circles),

S (triangles),S+ (pluses),
S2+ (crosses),
and S3+ (diamonds).

densitiesinferred by the Voyager PRA experimentrevealsno opticallythin limit the 1304-Aintensity
producedby electron
differencewhen correctedfor latitude. However, the accuracy impact above the exobasewould be ~ 250 R with an assumed
of PRA densities or model calculations
is no better than
yield of 0.4. With the substantialreduction in the electron
~ 10-20%, so the absenceof a change in electron density is impactcross
section
for 1304-Aphotons,
theelectron
impact
not fatal to the densecorona hypothesis.
excitationrate and intensityfor semiforbidden
O I 1356-,&
The Voyager UVS upper limit is 50 R for emissionfrom the radiationshouldbe comparable
to that of 1304A at Te~ 5

vicinityof Io at wavelengths
between1250and 1450A [Shemansky, 1980]. Based on the revised Stone and Zipf [1974]

eV.

Because the O column density above the exobase is 3

crosssections
for e + O production
of 1304-Aphotons[Zipf x 10x'•cm-2, theopticalthickness
at linecenterfor 1304,&is
and Erdman,1985],the yield of 1304-Aphotonsrelativeto z ~ 28. In addition,resonance
scattering
of solar1304-,&phoionization of O is 0.7 at Te = 5 eV. This revisedcrosssection tons by this oxygen corona would produce an additional
containsa significantcontribution due to cascadefrom higher ~8 R of 1304-,& radiation. Radiative transfer at moderate
3p terms.Excitationby Te = 5 eV electronswill occurpre- optical depth introducestwo important, opposingeffects.Selfdominantly
nearthreshold
for the aSøuppertermof 1304
absorption tends to reduce the emergent intensity, whereas
and direct excitation should be more important than the cas- multiple scatteringincreasesthe emergentintensity.
cade contribution. Recentexperimentalwork by Vaughanand
The total estimatedintensityof 1304-Aemissionfrom the
Doering [1986] indicates 0.6 of the revised Stone and Zipf oxygen corona is estimatedat 260 R, which when averaged
cross section is due to direct excitation and the net 1304-,& over the Voyager UVS slit for the range given by Shernansky
yield relativeto ionizationapproaches0.4 at Te -- 5 eV. In the [1980] reducesto 35 R, i.e., below his upper limit. With the
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Fig. 12. Plot of electronimpactionizationratesalongthe Voyager1 trajectoryfor all of March 5, 1979,for K (circles),O
(triangles),
O + (pluses),
and O 2+ (crosses).

exobaseat 2 Riothe corresponding
ionizationrate of atomic the Smith and Strobel [1985] ion composition,the charge exoxygenis • 7 x 1026ions s-•. For neutral sulfur a density changerate integratedover a cylindricalcoronaof diameter2
approximately an order of magnitude less than the oxygen Rio corresponds
to an energyinput to the plasmatorus of
density is consistentwith inferencesfrom (7) and the theoreti- •1.4 x 10TM W. Electron impact ionization followed by

pickupof theionsyieldsanother6 x 10•ø W. Thusionization
wouldproduce,--110R of 1429-Aradiationbasedon Ho and and charge exchangeprocessesoccurring in this neutral
Henry's[1985] collisionsstrengthand •4 x 1026S+ ions corona would supply • 10% of the new plasma and energyto
cal models of Summerset al. (1987). Electron impact on sulfur

s-•. Averagedover the UVS slit, the 110 R is equivalentto
15 R and below the limits of detectability by the UVS. There
are strong theoretical reasonsfor expecting a dense neutral
corona around Io (Summerset al., 1987), and it is imperative
to detect optical emissionsfrom neutrals around Io or set an

upperlimit as low as 5 R on 1304-and 1429-/•emissions
to

replenishplasmalost by outward radial diffusionand balance
EUV radiative power loss,respectively.Critical velocity ionization may also occur,althoughthereis no universallyaccepted mechanism to evaluate this possibility.
7.

ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION

RATES

One straightforwardcalculation that can be carried out
with the plasma electrondata base is the ionization rates of
Io there would be substantial amounts of charge exchange neutrals and ions along the Voyager 1 trajectory. In Figures

make progressin understandingthe corona.
In addition

to ionization

of neutrals in this corona around

which would lead to the creation of hot ions and energize the
torus. With the Johnsonand Strobel [1982] crosssectionsand

11 and 12 the ionization

rates of the indicated

neutrals and

ions are illustrated. These rates are the reciprocal of the ioni-
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Fig. 13. Plot of fractionalionizationratesfor the hot electrons1/hot/1/tota
I for all of March 5, 1979,for (a) S, (b) S+, (c) S2+,
and(d)S3+. The analysisis preliminaryfor the timeperiodA whenion feedthrough
corrections
are important(seetext).

zation lifetimesr i and were computedwith the electrondistribution functionby the expression

Ti- 1 __4•

3 dl)e
;o
©O'i(1)•e(1))l)e

atoms have a typical lifetime of •10 '• s against electron
impactionizationalongthe centrifugalequatorand • 2 x 10'•
s at higher latitudes,i.e., 1 Rj above and below the equator. In
the inner torus their ionization lifetime increasessubstantially,

approaching107s at 5 Rj. This is, of course,consistent
with

where ai(v) is the ionization cross section. The laboratory the observational data base that the extended sodium cloud is
cross-sectionmeasurementsfor O by Brook et al. [1978] and inside Io's orbit [cfi Pilcher and $trobel, 1982]. The lifetime of
for O + and 0 2+ by AitkenandHarrison[1971] wereadopted. neutral sulfur against electron impact ionization in the hot
For sulfur speciesthe laboratory cross-sectionmeasurements torusis • 5 x 10'• s; whereasfor O it is • 5 x 105s along the
for S by Ziegler et al. [1982] wereused;for S+, S2+, and S3+ equator. At higher latitudes theselifetimesincreaseby a factor
the semiempirical expressionsof Lotz [1967] that were used of 2. In the inner torus these lifetimes increase substantially,

byJacobs
et al. [1979]wereadopted.
Lotz'sexpressions
were exceeding
109s at 5 Rj. As a consequence
of theselonglifeFigures11 and 12, respectively.
For S2+, S3+, O +, and 0 2+

times in the inner torus, chargeexchangeprocessescontrol the
lifetime of O and S there [Johnsonand $trobel, 1982]. In the

these calculations are extremely sensitiveto threshold crosssection behavior at low electron temperatures.The raw laboratory data were adjusted to ensure that the cross sections
smoothly approachedzero at threshold to remove any contri-

hot torus the lifetimeof S+ againstelectronimpact ionization
is •(2-4)x 106 s; whereasthe lifetimesof S2+ and O + are
(1-4) x 10? s.The greatervariationin lifetimesof S2+ and O +
than in lifetimesof O, S, and S+ in the ramp regionL = 7-8 is

also used to calculate Na and K ionization rates, shown in

from ionization of excited states.
due to the extreme sensitivity of the lifetime to electron temFrom Figures 11 and 12, typical lifetimesagainst ionization perature. For example, Te _• 30 eV at 0600 and decreasesrapcan be extracted for the hot torus. Sodium and potassium idly at •0630 to a plateau value of 5-6 eV in the hot torus.
bution
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Fig. 14. SameasFigure13exceptfractionalionizationratesarefor (a) O, (b) O +, and(c) O: +
Inside

the hot torus the variations
in lifetime are due to variet al., 1979]. The inclusionsof suprathermal electronswill shift
ations in the density of hot electrons,nH (cf. Figure 5). This the ionization balance toward more highly stripped ions [Sheeffect is even more evident in the lifetimesof 0 2+ and S3+, mansky, 1980]. Direct determination of ion concentrations
which vary from 2 x 107 to 5 x 107 in the hot torus but de- from in situ PLS measurementsis complicated by the inability

crease to --•4 x 106 s at 0600 and L = 8.

The presenceof suprathermalelectronswith densitynH --• 2

to uniquely infer n(S2+) and n(O+), which have the same
charge to mass ratio, and by the hot ion temperatures which

cm-3 in the hot torusyieldsan upperlimit of •i "• 5 x 107s smear out individual ion signatures. Remote UV sensing of
for 0 2+ and S3+ and -,•1.6 x 107 s for O + and S2+. In re-

the Io torus also has a number of problems which prevent a

gions where •:i is significantlylessthan thesevalues,the cold unique interpretation of ion concentrations [Brown et al.,
electrons control the ionization rates. This effect can be clearly
seenin Figures 13 and 14, where we plot the fractional ionization rate due to suprathermal electrons along the Voyager 1
trajectory. In the hot torus the suprathermalelectronsmake a
negligible contribution to the S ionization rate, contribute

1983a; Smith and Strobel, 1985]. Thus Smith and Strobel
[1985] have argued from a theoretical model for the ion distribution functions and observational data that the plasma ion
concentrations appropriate to Voyager 1 conditions were

n(S+) < 350, n(S2+) -• 430, n(S3+) -• 10-25, n(O+) -• 660, and

20-40% of the S+ ionizationrate, and contribute50-80% of n(O2+) • 40-80 cm-3. Theserelativeion densityratioscanbe
the S2+ ionizationrate. In the caseof S3+, essentiallyall the
electronimpact ionizationis due to suprathermalelectronsin
the hot torus.Becausethe ionizationpotentials(I.P.) of S2+
and S3+ are 35 and 47.3 e¾, respectively,
and the ionization
ratesare proportionalto exp (--I.P./Te), it is obviouswhy in a

understoodin termsof a finite residenceor confinementtime
for the ions which shiftsthe ionizationbalanceto lesshighly
ionizedspecies[Shemansky,
1980]. Shemansky
[1980] on this
basisinferreda residencetime of 100 days when Te = 7 eV.
Smithand Strobel[1985] preferreda shorterresidencetime of
plasmawith nn/nc ,.• 10-3 and T• _• 5 eV the suprathermal •60 days and calculatedT, = 4.8 eV. The latter inferenceof

electrons play a critical role in the ionization balance for
multiple-charged ions.
These ionization rates can be combined with ion density
data to derive, in principle, the ion residenceor confinement
time. If strict collisional ionizational-recombination equilibrium held, a T, = 5-6 eV plasma would have comparable

residencetime was also based on the shape of the ion distribution functions. Because of the uncertainty in ion composition we did not repeat thesecalculationswhich would imply
a residencetime of 60-100 days. It is important to note that

thisrangeof residence
time impliesthat the major lossof 0 2+
and S3+ in the hot torus is outward radial diffusion,not elecamountsof O + and 0 2+ [Jacobset al., 1978],and -,•80% of tron impactionization.As a consequence,
higherionization
the sulfurwouldbe S2+ with 15% S3+ and --•5% S+ [Jacobs stagesof O and S (e.g.,0 3+ and S½+)wouldnot be abundant
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in the hot torus and to date have not been spectroscopically boundary(L = 5.5).Theseobservations
supportthe theoretidetected.

cal expectationsby Barbosaet al. [1985], who proposeda

Outside the ramp region L - 7-7.5, however, the ionization

lifetimesof 0 2+ and S3+ are comparableto the residence

localized sourcefor the hot electronsin the hot plasma torus.

An attempt was made to look for any inbound-outbound

time, and we might expect the formation of detectable asymmetryin the cold electrontemperatureTc. If one considamountsof 0 3+ and S'•+. In a preliminaryanalysisof EUV ers the minimum in Tc centeredon the Io flux tube passageas
emissionfrom the ramp region, Shemansky and Strobel (un- a local effect,then Tc outbound tends to be greater than Tc
publishedresults)foundsomeevidencefor S'•+ and/or 0 3+. inbound. This difference in temperature tends to become
The analysis of PLS data in the middle magnetosphereby greater as the latitude difference between inbound and outMcNutt et al. [1981], however, did not indicate the presence bound trajectories increases.Although this asymmetry could
of significantamountsof 0 3+ at the massto chargeratio of have been causedby a local time [Sandel and Broadfoot, 1982;
53
x. Onewouldexpectthe ionizationstateof the plasmato be Shernanskyand Sandel, 1982] or systemIII [Dessler and Vasyfrozen in once it had passedthrough the ramp region outside liunas, 1979; Hill et al., 1981, 1983] variation, the more plausiof which the ionization rates drop rapidly and outward radial ble interpretation is a latitudinal variation. This asymmetry,if
transportis morerapid.The lack of 0 3+ in the VoyagerPLS not due to a latitudinal variation, is at variance with predicdata in the outer magnetospheremay suggestmore rapid pas- tion 1 by Dessler and Vasyliunas [1979] but is qualitatively
sageof the plasma through the ramp region than one would supportive of the Hill et al. [1981] model predictions(seealso
infer from the Siscoe et al. [1981] and Smith and Strobel Chenget al. [1984]).
The inferred

!-1985] results.

The rapid risein Te in the ramp region(L - 7.5-8) is consistent with the correspondingplunge in electrondensityif radiative emissionin the EUV is a dominant energy loss mechanism.The radiative cooling rate is given by

R ocnine
e-hv/Te
To compensatefor a density decrease,the electron temperature must increase. The radiative cooling rate is maximum
for fixedplasmadensitywhen Te •- 2hv.With an averagevalue

of hv - 15-18 eV, Te - 30-36 eV resultsin maximumradiative
cooling. This is precisely the observed value of Te in the
L- 7.5-8 region. The factor of 10 decreasein ne through the
ramp region lowers the radiative cooling rate by a factor of
100. But the increasein Te from 5.5 to 30 eV enhancesthe
coolingrate by a factor of 7 for a net factor of 14 decreasein
the cooling rate. This reduced rate of cooling is consistent
with substantialradiative lossesas the plasma radially diffuses
outward by centrifugalinterchangeinstability.
8.

SUMMARY

We have presenteda comprehensive
analysisof the Voyager
1 PLS electron observations on March 5, 1979. As first shown

by Scudderet al. [-1981], the plasma electronswithin the Io
torus and Jupiter'smagnetosphereare composedof a thermal
(cold) Maxwellian componentand a suprathermal(hot) nonMaxwellian componentwith significantpositiveradial gradients in Te. Te is lessthan 1 eV in the cold torus (L < 5.5),
increasesto 5-6 eV in the hot torus (5.5 < L < 7.6), and rises
abruptly to Te •- 30 eV just outsidethe hot torus (L > 7.6)
with an asymptoticvalue of ~ 100 eV at r > 12 Rs. The mean
temperatureof the hot electronsis Ta ~ 500 eV. Within the
hot torusthe electrontemperatureTe is a factorof 10 lessthan
the temperatureTion of the thermalions.
In the cold torus the P LS instrumentdetectedno suprather-

outbound

latitudinal

variation

in the hot elec-

tron pressurePn wasmodeledin termsof the magneticmirror

forceanda parallelelectric
fieldEII'If wesetan upperlimitof
Ell • 1 /•V/m for the ambipolarelectricfield basedon the
centrifugal confinementof the cold ions, then pressureaniso-

tropicsT•/T•i • 10for thehot electrons
wererequiredto produce the more than factor of 5 observeddecreasein Pn from
2•t = 0ø to 2•t = -12 ø. Theoretically, such large pressureanisotropies are not expectedbecauseof Coulomb collisionsand
wave-particleinteractionsdriven by sucha large pressureanisotropy. Furthermore, from a roll maneuver near the out-

boundEuropaL shellcrossing
(r _•9.4Rs), Tñ/Tll• 1.17was
estimated for the hot electrons, although chorus emissions

outsidethe hot torus require Tñ/Tll• 2. Thereforeif we
imposetheconstraint
(Tñ/T,)v.Q
< 2, thenEll > 2.5ttV/mfollows. Consideration of the generalizedOhm's law equation
shows that unacceptablecharge separationswould occur in

the thermalplasmafromsucha largeEll and the onlyway
suchlargeE, canbesupported
by theplasmais that therebe
adequatewave turbulencein the plasma to scatterthe thermal
electrons(Coulomb collisionsunimportant) to prevent significant ion-electron

drift.

Observedratios of Tc/Tn were comparedwith the predictions by Birminghamet al. ['1981] with regard to the position
in frequency of electrostatichalf-harmonic emissionsrelative
to the UHR emissionline within the torus. For scalelengths
of • 1 Rs the time-averagedestimateof Tc/Tn was in good
agreementwith their predictions;within the hot torus, T•
/T n •< 0.02 for half-harmonicemissionabove ftma, and at
L • 8, Tc/Tn • 0.04 for emissionbelow ftma. Lack of halfharmonic

emission in the cold torus can be attributed

to the

lower suprathermal electron fluxes in that region (T. J. Birmingham,private communication,1983).We argued that the
lack of chorusemissionfrom 0505 to 0542 reportedby Coroniti et al. ['1984] using Voyager ! PWS data was causedby a
reduction in the suprathermalelectronflux. This flux decrease
mal electronfluxes,whichimpliesnn/nc < !0 -½. In the hot maximized in energyat about 500 e¾, which is typical of the
torus,nn/nc • (5-10)x 10-4 was observed,
and outsidethe resonance energies discussedby Coroniti et al. for chorus

hot torus,beyondL = 7.6,nn/nc canexceed10-x. Thislatter

emission.

During the Io flux tube passagethere was a remarkably
increaseis due primarily to a decreasein %. Satellitesweeping
in Tc centeredon closestapproachto Io.
of the hot electronfluxesby Europa at 9.4 Rs was observed. symmetricdecrease
This processdefinesthe outer boundary of the hot electron We attributed this localized cooling of electronsto thermal
torus, and Coulomb collisions between the cold and hot elec- conduction along magnetic flux tubes to a dense neutral
trons(sink mechanism)within the cold torus provide the inner corona surroundingIo. At closestapproach the flux tubes
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sampled by the PLS experiment were draped around Io near
Io's exobase.Observationsby IUE and Galileo should be able
to confirm the presenceof this neutral corona which has been
predictedtheoreticallyby Kumar [1980], Summers[1985], and
Summerset al. (1987). Recent IUE observationsby Ballesteret
al. [1986] have confirmed our prediction for a neutral corona
around Io. This neutral corona provides a modest sourceof

E1

•

E2 •

107

1979

64

8 1 0 0

energyto the torus(~2 x 10TMW or about 10% of the total
EUV emission)due to the production of pickup ions from
chargeexchangereactionsand electronimpact ionization.
Finally, in section7 we presentedelectronimpact ionization
rates along the spacecrafttrajectory for all of March 5, 1979.
Typical lifetimesagainstelectronimpact ionization within the
hot torus are ~ 10'• s for Na and K; 5 x 10'• s for S; 5 x 10• s

for O; (2-4) x 106s for S+; (1-4) x 107s for S'•+ and O+;
and (2-5) x 107s for O '•+ and S3+. In the coldtorus,lifetimes
approach107 s for Na and K, which is consistentwith the
observational

data base that the sodium

• 10
•
,,z,1½

103

cloud resides inside

Io's orbit [cf. Pileher and Strobel, 1982]. The lifetimes for S

and O bxceed109s, whichmeanstheir lifetimesare dominated
by charge exchange reactions [Johnson and Strobel, 1982].

_

_

102 i i i i i i i • i • i i i i i i i i i i i i i • I i i • i i i i 1
0

4

8

Approximately50% of the ionizationfor S'•+ and O + and
almost all the ionization of S3+ and 0 2+ in the hot torus is

due to suprathermals.The rise in electrontemperaturefrom 5
eV within the hot torus to 30 eV in the ramp region is consistent with radiative emissionin the EUV being the dominant
energylossmechanismof the plasma and the tendencyfor the
plasma to maximize its rate of cooling as the electrondensity

dropsrapidlybelow103cm- 3 to 102cm- 3.

12

16

CHANNEL

20

24

28

32

NUMBER

Fig. A1. Plot versus channel number of the observedelectron

currentlobs (solidcurve)and ion feedthrough
current(lrea+)•for the
differentcold ions. Spectrumtime is givenin upper right-handcorner.

The total lua + is indicatedby the crosses
with overbars.
The symbols
usedfor the otherionsare asfollows:0 2+ (opensquares),
S3+ (open
circles),S2+ (solidtriangles),O + (pluses),S+ (crosses),
SO2+ (open
diamonds),and H + (arrows). The ion parameterscome from the
analysisby Baqenal and Sullivan [1981] and Baqenal et al. [1985].
The zero telemetrycountlevelis indicatedby the dashedline.

APPENDIX

with lobs the observedelectroncurrent and I e the incident
electroncurrentproducedby the ambientplasmaelectrons.

Ion Feedthrough Corrections

As discussedby Sittier [1983] (also see Vasyliunas[1971]),
A third correctionnot shownin (A1), referredto as I .... is
positive ions entering the D cup when in the electron mode
current producedby electronimpact upon the collectorwith
with energiescomparable to the current energy level of the
subsequentsecondaryelectron emissionwhich is not sucinstrument will produce an in-phase contaminating signal
cessfullyreturnedto the collectorby the suppressor
grid. This
/fed+ > 0. This signalcould incorrectlybe interpretedas a
effectcan reducethe incidentelectroncurrentI e (i.e.,lsec < 0)
suprathermalelectroncomponent.Sittier [1983] also showed
by •<30% for electronenergiesE > 100 eV and by <•10% for
that ion impact upon the sensor'smodulator grid, with subse- E < 100 eV.
quent secondary electron emission,can produce an out-of-

phasefeedthroughcurrent/fed- < 0. This effectbecomesimportant enoughfor the high-energyelectronchannels(abovea

180

fewkeV) suchthat Ilfed-I > Ilfed+lcanoccurfor the highestenergychannel(E = 5.2keV).The feedthrough
currentIred+ is
caused by the refraction of ion trajectories as they pass
through regions of nonzero electric field produced by the
modulator grid. Some of thesetrajectorieswill be moved on or
off the sensor'scollector plate as the modulator voltage, with

90
45

dc level VM, is varied at 400 Hz with squarewave amplitude
A VM (AVM/V• <<1). The amplifier and phasedetectionelec-

180

tronics of the instrument are capacitively coupled to the collector such that only the ac component of the incident current

is measured./fed- is causedby the changein ion energybefore
it strikes the modular grid as the modulator voltage is varied,
coupled with the energy dependencein the secondaryelectron
yield due to ion impact. The net result of these two effectsis
that they will enhance the suprathermal fluxes below a few
keV and cause a possibledeficit in fluxes at higher energies,
i.e.,

lobs= le -}-/fed+ q-/fed-

(A1)

.......................

135

9O
z
½i3
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TIME

(HOURS)

DOY 1979 64

Fig. A2. Plot of the angles0• and Oc•versustimefor March 5,
1979:Ocsis the anglebetweenthe D cupnormal -•i• andcorotation
direction,while0asis theanglebetweenthemagnetic
fieldB and •D'
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Plot of lfcd+/lobs
versustime for all the usableelectronspeedchannels(El' 1-16 and E2' 21-32). Time period
covered is from 0600 to 1000 SCET.

In Figure A1 we have a plot of the observedelectron cur-

be more than 80% of lobs.Exceptfor the upper E2 channels,

rent (solid curve),the total ion feedthroughcurrent lfea+ lobsis greaterthan /fed+ as expected.The sharpturnoverin
(crosseswith overbars), and the ion feedthrough current the energy spectrumabove 3 keV is probably caused by the

(Ired*)i producedby the differentionsusedin the simulations; dominating influenceof Ired-. Throughout the inbound pasthe ion parameterscome from the analysis by Bagenal and sageof the plasmatoruswhenIlfed+l •, I ewe seethisturnover
Sullivan [1981] and Bagenal et al. [1985]. The simulations in the spectrum,
whileduringthe outboundpasswhenlifed+l
were performed by a program originally written by V. M.
Vasyliunas and later improved by other members of the
plasmateam. In Figure A2 we plot 0•N and OcNversustime,
where 0• is the angle betweenthe sensornormal fi and the
ambientmagneticfield B, and Oc• is the angle betweenthe
corotation direction and sensornormal fi (fi defined to point
into the side sensor).The angle Oc• is 0ø for ions flowing
directly into the sensor.During the inbound pass the flow is
into the D cup, and it becomesmore oblique as the spacecraft
moves inward, while during the outbound pass the flow is
from the back of the sensorexcept for a roll maneuver between 1820 and 2000 SCET. For the spectrum shown in

<< I e this effect is generallynot seen.It is important to note

that Ired+ tendsto peak at higherenergiesfor thoseions of
greater mass per charge and thus greater corotational energy

per charge.For example,the corotationalenergyof O + at this
time is about 364 eV, while for SO2+ it is about 1.45 keV;
Ired+ dueto O + peaksat 900 eV, whilefor SO2+ it peaksat
3.9 keV. Thus for this orientation

of the side sensor relative

to

the corotationdirection,/fed+ peaks at about 3 times the
corotational energy. In these simulations we have not included
the contributions provided by the hot ions which can be

shown to be generally less than a 10% effect. During the
outbound pass at I&,l • 10ø, where the suprathermalfluxes

FigureA1 the ion flow is into the D cup with angleOc• = 45ø, are lowest, the hot ions may provide a 30% correction. In
and ion feedthroughcorrectionsare expectedto be important. theseregions,Ired+ dueto the thermalionsis negligible.
CorAs can be seenin Figure A1, the cold electronsare totally rectionsdue to lsec will tend to offset thoseproducedby the
unaffected
by Ired*, but the hot electroncomponent
abovethe hot ions.
breakpointenergyE• is severely
affectedby Ired*, whichcan
In FigureA3 we displaythe ratio of lfed+/Io•,s
versustime
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bound analysisafter 0933. Simulationsbased on "predicted"
estimatesof the ion parameters during the outbound roll ma-

104
I ...........
x

nob s

neuverfrom 1820to 2000 SCET showthat lfea+ is lessthan

+ n Pred

10% of lobsfor E < 300 eV and lessthan 50% for E > 300 eV.
Furthermore, during the roll maneuver outbound there is no
evidenceof a turnover in the E/Q spectrumabove a few keV

io 3

(uppertwo E2 channels)
whichindicatesthat Ilr•a- I <<I e.
E

SpacecraftCharging and OutboundPredicted Densities

>.
10
2!!

In section3 it was shown that the Voyager 1 spacecraft
becamenegativelychargedwithin the high-densityregionsof

Z

the Io plasmatoruswhereneexceeded
1000cm-3. Duringthe
inboundpasswhen T• • 5 eV the spacecraft
potential(I)sc•

ioI
_

-- l0 V, while during the outboundpassin the outer regionsof
the torus,(I)sc• -20 V when T• > 10 eV. To a first approxi-

_

_

I0¸ i i I • i I8 i i I I
12

I

MARCH

mation,

(I)sc
kT•
In(nn--•) ,A2)

24

12,1979

Fig. ^4. Time plot of the observedelectron densit), (crosses)and
predictedelectrondensit),(pluses)from 1200 to 9_400SCET on March
5, 1979 (outbound pass).The predicted estimateswere computed from
the inbound ion and electronanal),sisand the dipole part of the 0 4
model from Acura et al. [1983].

wherek is Boltzmann'sconstant,e is the unit electriccharge,
%* is the electron density estimatedfrom the electron data
with (I)sc- 0 V, and n• is the actual electrondensitydetermined from independentestimates(i.e., PRA, PLS ions, etc.).
Equation (A2) showsthat I(I)scl
ocT• and that (I)sc< 0 for
He > He*.
In section4 we noted that the spacecraftwas probably
negativelycharged between 1830 and 1940 and "predicted"
ion chargedensitiesdeterminedfrom the inbound passwere
insteadusedfor %. Figure A4 is a plot of the observedelec-

from 0600 to 1000 SCET. As in Figure A1 we have used the
simulation program and ion analysisresultsfrom Bagenal and
Sullivan and Bagenal et al. The total ion chargedensitiesfrom
McNutt et al. [1981], which are weightedsumsof the cold and
trondensity
no•
s(crosses)
andpredicted
electron
density
nprea
hot ion currents,tend to exceedthe total chargedensitiesfrom
(pluses) from 1200 to 2400 on day 64. The observed density
Bagenal and Sullivan by 10% + 5%. We have normalized the
no•sis a compositeof differentdata setsas describedin section
total charge densitiesof Bagenal and Sullivan to equal those
4 for Figure 3. The predicted density computation is also deof McNutt et al., as a patch to our feedthroughcalculations
scribed in section 4. Between 1636 and about 1900 the spacewhich omit contributions
due to the hot ions. When the hot
craft was in the shadow of Jupiter, and the spacecraftis exion parameters become available, the simulations and electron
pected to be negatively charged. From Figure A4 one can see
analysis will be repeated to obtain improved suprathermal
that ripred
• nob
s withinthehigh-density
(%> 500cm-3) reelectron parameters. We have also added a 5% contribution
gions of the torus from 1400 to 1700. It can also be seen that

due to H + whichis shownin FigureA1 to providea negligible effect. However, within the cold torus, where the flow is

azimuthal symmetry is roughly obeyed out to 13 Rs. After
about 1830, PRA estimatesof ne were not available,and no•s

more oblique (see Figure A2) and where the ion Mach numwas computed from the electron data using the return current
bersare larger, the lighter ions suchas H +, which will have a
relation in the work by Scudderet al. [1981] (i.e., (I)sc> 0 V
lower Mach number for the same temperature,may provide
assumed).An abrupt decreasein no•s results,which indicates

an importantcontributionto Ired* at the lowerelectronener-

gies.
Comparing Figures 3, A2, and A3, one can see the feedthrough correctionsdo not begin to be important until after
0645, when the densitiesexceeda few hundredper cubiccentimeter and the ion flow is not too oblique in relation to the D

cup normal.As expected,the lower channelsdominatedby

L MODE

1979

064

18 57

07

SCET

•o-?

•o'9

coldelectron
fluxes
arealmost
totally
unaffected
bylfea
+.We • •o_•
also seethat the upper two E2 channels(31 and 32) are domi-

C

D

natedby Irma
+, whichis muchgreaterthanthe observed
current. We think that this is causedby lr• a- beinglarge enough

sothatlob
s< 0.After0930thespacecraft
isentering
thecold

•ø'9

torus,and the suprathermal
fluxesare droppingrapidly.At

•o_•

this time the flow is very oblique,and the Mach numberslarge
enoughso that proper modeling of the high-energytails of the
cold ion distributions is required for an accurateestimation of

CHANNEL

NUMBER

Fig. AS. Fit to the reducedion distributionfunctionF i observed
b)' the PLS instrument during the outbound roll maneuver near

Irma
+. Also,hot ionsprobablymakea moreimportantcontri- Europa's L shell when the D cup was aligned to seethe near]), corobutionto Irma
+ in this region.For thesereasonsand the ap- rating cold ions. The data are indicated by the histogramplot while
pearance of interference after 1008 we have omitted the in-

the fit is denotedby the solid circles.Seetext for details.
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that q>scis still negative after 1830 and consistentwith the
spacecraftin Jupiter'sshadow until ~ 1900. Figure A2 shows
that a roll maneuver occursduring the time period from 1830
to 1940 when predicted estimatesare used. In Figure A5 we
show an ion spectrum at 1857 SCET when OcNwas 45ø.
Superimposed upon the spectrum is a fit to the spectrum
which is a modified version of the predicted ion values computed from the inbound analysisof Bagenal and Sullivan. The
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